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ABSTRACT
The Interactions between Soil, Biosphere, and Atmosphere land surface scheme is currently used coupled
both to atmospheric models and to a distributed hydrological model. There are two snow-scheme options available
for hydrological modeling: the baseline force–restore approach, which uses a composite snow–soil–vegetation
energy budget and a single snow layer; and a multilayer detailed internal-process snow model. Only the force–
restore method is routinely used in atmospheric modeling applications. Recent studies have shown that hydro-
logical simulations for mountainous catchments within the Rhone basin, France, are significantly improved using
the detailed snow scheme. The main drawback is that the scheme is computationally expensive, and it is not
currently feasible for routine application in atmospheric models. For these reasons, a third new intermediate-
complexity scheme has been developed that includes certain key physical processes from the complex model
for improved snowpack realism and hydrological depiction while attemping to keep computational requirements
similar to those of the simple default scheme. In the current study, the new scheme is described, evaluated, and
compared with the results from the two other schemes at a local scale at an alpine site located within the Rhone
basin for two contrasting (weather) years. All schemes are able to model the basic features of the snow cover
with similar errors averaged over the 2-yr period; however, there are important differences on shorter timescales.
When compared with the more complex scheme, it was found that differing surface energy budget parameter-
izations (turbulent transfer, albedo) were the cause for the largest differences in total snowpack snow water
equivalent (SWE) simulated by the models. When compared with the simple scheme, the ability for the inter-
mediate model to simulate snow ripening resulted in the largest differences in simulated SWE and snow tem-
perature during melt and runoff.
1. Introduction
The snow cover is known to have a profound effect
on the land surface primarily through modification of
the surface albedo, roughness, and the insulating ca-
pacity of the snow. Snow coverage varies greatly in both
time and space and modulates the radiative fluxes and
the fluxes of heat, momentum, and moisture between
the surface and atmosphere. The hydrologic cycle also
is influenced, because a large component of the precip-
itation enters the soil significantly lagged in time be-
cause of storage by the snow cover.
Soil–vegetation–atmosphere transfer (SVAT) schemes
aim to model the physics at the soil–vegetation–snow–
atmosphere interface. Three general model complexity
classifications can be used to describe the snow com-
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ponent of SVAT schemes that are in use by the atmo-
spheric research community. 1) The first class consists
of relatively simple so-called force–restore schemes in
which the snow is modeled using composite snow–soil
layer(s) (Pitman et al. 1991; Douville et al. 1995a; Yang
et al. 1997). There is also another group of schemes that
falls into this relatively simple class, which uses a single
explicit snow layer to differentiate the thermal properties
and surface fluxes of the snow cover from that of the
soil (e.g., Verseghy 1991; Slater et al. 1998; Sud and
Mocko 1999). 2) The second class of schemes consist of
detailed internal-snow-process schemes such as those of
Anderson (1976), Brun et al. (1989), Jordan (1991), Bad-
er (1992), and Lehnings et al. (1998). These models use
multiple layers with a relatively fine vertical resolution
and have detailed physical parameterization schemes.
Their use in atmospheric models, however, has been lim-
ited by their relatively large computational expense. 3)
A third class of so-called intermediate-complexity
schemes are based on the internal-snow-process (class 2)
models. However, they use simplified versions of the
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physical parameterization schemes describing what are
deemed to be the most important processes from the com-
plex models and the minimum number of layers required
to resolve the large thermal and density gradients within
the snow cover (Loth et al. 1993; Lynch-Stieglitz 1994;
Sun et al. 1999). The intended application of these
schemes is for full coupling within atmospheric models.
Several snow-scheme intercomparison studies have
recently been undertaken to address issues related to the
current state of snow modeling used by the atmospheric
research community. Schlosser et al. (2000) intercom-
pared 18-yr simulations of a microclimate by 21 SVAT
models that represented the full range of snow scheme
complexity for a cold continental region in Russia under
the auspices of the Project for the Intercomparison of
Land-Surface Parameterization Schemes (PILPS; Hen-
derson-Sellers et al. 1995). They found that considerable
model variability exists for the snow simulations, es-
pecially with respect to snow ablation, which is of crit-
ical importance to both predicted atmospheric fluxes and
the hydrologic cycle. Essery et al. (1999) compared sim-
ulations of snow at an alpine micrometeorological site
by two climate model snow schemes, a model for hy-
drological forecasting and an operational avalanche pre-
diction model. They found the models simulated similar
snow cover durations but differed with respect to the
timing and amount of peak snow mass and the temporal
distribution of runoff. Jin et al. (1999) examined sim-
ulations of snow ablation by three snow schemes of
varying complexity in terms of climate model appli-
cations. They found good agreement for seasonal time-
scales among the snow models in terms of predicted
snow surface fluxes, temperature, and snow water equiv-
alent, but certain simulation deficiencies were discov-
ered with respect to the least-complex (class 1) force–
restore scheme on a diurnal timescale, primarily due to
the neglect of liquid water retention by the snow cover.
The intermediate (class 2) scheme generally was able
to simulate the basic features of the snow cover well in
comparison with a much more complex internal process
(class 3) model for the timescales considered.
This study differs from the aforementioned snow
scheme intercomparison studies in one main respect: all
three snow schemes use the same SVAT, that is, the
same vegetation, hydrologic, and soil thermal parame-
terization schemes. The simple snow (or class 1) scheme
used in this study is represented by the baseline Inter-
actions between Soil, Biosphere, and Atmosphere
(ISBA) force–restore model (herein referred to as ISBA-
FR). This scheme has been primarily developed for
large-scale atmospheric models (Douville et al. 1995b).
The highly detailed (class 2) scheme is represented by
the ‘‘CROCUS’’ snow model (Brun et al. 1989, 1992),
which is used for operational avalanche forecasting. The
coupled ISBA–CROCUS model (simply referred to as
CROCUS herein; Etchevers 2000) has primarily been
developed for two reasons: 1) to provide a dynamic
lower soil boundary condition for the snowpack and 2)
for applications in which the snow is a major component
of the hydrologic cycle. The intermediate or class-3
snow scheme, called ISBA-ES (ISBA explicit snow),
has been developed in an attempt to understand better
the snow model differences and which processes should
be modeled for atmospheric and hydrological applica-
tions while keeping computational cost to a minimum.
In the current study, ISBA-ES is presented along with
concise descriptions of the ISBA-FR and CROCUS
schemes. It is tested and evaluated in so-called offline
mode, which means that the surface schemes are driven
using standard atmospheric data and observations and
there is no coupling with an atmospheric model. Data
for two contrasting snow seasons from a micrometeo-
rological site located in the French Alps within the
Rhone River basin are utilized. ISBA-ES local-scale
simulation results are evaluated and compared with
those of ISBA-FR and CROCUS. Model differences that
give rise to the most important simulation differences
are discussed, and some basic sensitivity studies are
done to help to explain some of the most significant
model simulation differences.
2. General scheme overview
a. The ISBA land surface model
The ISBA model is based on the force–restore ap-
proach of Deardorff (1977, 1978). The baseline model
is described in detail in Noilhan and Planton (1989) and
Noilhan and Mahfouf (1996). In brief, a single soil–
vegetation–snow surface temperature relationship is
used to calculate the surface energy budget, and there
is a single restore temperature. There are surface hy-
drologic reservoirs for the liquid precipitation inter-
cepted by the vegetation canopy, the snow cover, and
the superficial soil moisture. The subsurface soil column
is divided into two subsurface soil moisture reservoirs
consisting of a root-zone layer and a subroot-zone layer
(Boone et al. 1999), and soil freezing is taken into ac-
count (Boone et al. 2000). The purpose of the ISBA
scheme is to calculate the surface radiative, heat, mo-
mentum, and moisture exchanges with the atmosphere
and the components of the near-surface hydrological
budget.
b. ISBA-FR snow scheme
The ISBA-FR snow scheme has been tested at the
local (single point) scale for micrometeorological sites
located in Russia, the French Alps, and Japan (Douville
et al. 1995a; Schlosser et al. 2000). It has also been
evaluated in offline mode using remote sensing data
following the Global Soil Wetness Project experimental
design (Dirmeyer 1997) at the global scale (Etchevers
et al. 1999). Climate sensitivity experiments have been
done using this scheme to test the impact of an anom-
alous Eurasian snow cover (Douville and Royer 1996)
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TABLE 1. Summary of basic snow scheme differences. CPU ratio refers to the approximate ratio of the computational time for each scheme
to that of ISBA-FR for the same simulation. The remaining symbol definitions can be found in the text. Scheme complexity increases from
left to right.
Parameterization ISBA-FR ISBA-ES CROCUS
CH (turbulent transfer) Louis (1979): f(Ri) Louis (1979): f(Ri) f(Ri . 0) 5 1 or fixed
z0 (snow roughness) Effective Effective 1023–1022 m
Ls (thermal conductivity) Yen (1981) Anderson (1976), Sun et al. (1999) Modified Yen (1981): $0.13 W m21 K21
rnew (snowfall density) Constant f(Ta, Va) f(Ta, Va)
Explicit metamorphism No No Yes
Settling Time constant Anderson (1976): f(ss, Ts, rs) Brun et al. (1989): f(ss, Ts, rs)
Ds1 (surface thickness) 0.03 # 0.05 m 0.0025 # 0.05 m $0.005 m
an (snow albedo) Time constants Time constants Grain size, density
No. of layers 1 3 #50
Wlmax (liquid capacity) 0 3%–10% mass 5% pore volume
Ripening No Yes Yes
Rg transmission No Single spectral band Multiple bands
Snow–soil heat flux Implicit: none when pn 5 1 Explicit Explicit
Pl (rain heat flux) No Yes Yes
CPU ratio (to ISBA-FR) 1 2 5
and of boreal deforestation (Douville and Royer 1997).
More recently, it has been coupled to the Mode´l Couple´
de l’Ecole des Mines de Paris (MODCOU) distributed
hydrological model (Ledoux et al. 1989) and used to
simulate the hydrological cycle for the Rhone basin
(Etchevers 2000; Habets et al. 1999).
There are two prognostic state variables used for a
single-layer snow pack; the snow water equivalent
(SWE) and the average snow cover density. A final snow
prognostic variable is used to model the surface snow
albedo. The heat content of the snow is implicitly rep-
resented by the composite soil–vegetation–snow surface
and restore prognostic temperatures.
c. CROCUS scheme
CROCUS has primarily been developed for the de-
tailed study of the snowpack evolution at a particular
location, and for operational avalanche prediction. It has
been extensively validated at the local scale for sites
located in the French Alps (e.g., Brun et al. 1989, 1992;
Martin and Lejeune 1998). Like ISBA-FR, CROCUS
participated in the PILPS Valdai experiment (Schlosser
et al. 2000), was run in offline mode at the global scale
(Etchevers et al. 1999), and has been coupled to MOD-
COU (Etchevers 2000). In addition, CROCUS has also
been tested coupled to a global climate model (Brun et
al. 1997).
CROCUS models the snow stratigraphy using a one-
dimensional finite-element grid. Each snow layer is de-
scribed by the thickness, temperature, dry density, liquid
water content, grain types (dendricity, spericity, size,
and age), and a historical variable that indicates whether
there was liquid water or faceted crystals in the layer.
The model is driven by observed, analyzed, or modeled
meteorological variables at the snow surface.
d. ISBA-ES scheme
The purpose of the new scheme is for use in coupled
SVAT–hydrological model applications and eventual
coupling with atmospheric models. The model is based
on similar such schemes described by Kondo and Ya-
mazaki (1990), Loth et al. (1993), Lynch-Stieglitz
(1994), and Sun et al. (1999), of which the latter three
are designed for use in atmospheric climate models.
There are three variables saved at each time step that
are used to describe the state of the snow for three layers:
the heat content (or specific enthalpy), the snow density,
and thickness. The snow albedo represents a fourth
prognostic variable. The ISBA-ES scheme is presented
in the following section, along with concise descriptions
of the corresponding elements of the ISBA-FR and
CROCUS schemes. Basic scheme differences are sum-
marized in Table 1. The solution procedure for ISBA-
ES is outlined in the appendix.
3. Snow-scheme physics
a. Mass balance
The mass conservation equation for the total snow-
pack is expressed for ISBA-ES as
]W /]t 5 (P 1 p P 2 R 2 E ),s n n l lN sn (1)
where Ws corresponds to the total snowpack SWE,
which can also simply be expressed as the product of
the average snowpack density rs and total snow depth
Ds. Here, Esn represents the combined evaporation and
sublimation rate, Pn represents the snowfall rate, and
the rain rate is Pl. The fractional snow-covered area
FSCA varies between zero and unity and is represented
by pn. The product pnPl represents the portion of the
total rainfall that is intercepted by the snow surface; the
remaining rainfall is assumed to be intercepted by the
snow-free soil and vegetation surfaces. The snow-runoff
rate RlN is defined as the rate at which liquid water leaves
the base of the snow cover. Here, t is time. All rates are
expressed in kilograms per meter squared per second.
The mass balance equation for CROCUS is the same,
but in ISBA-FR the liquid precipitation source term pnPl
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is dropped because the snow liquid holding capacity is
neglected. There is no freezing of liquid water within
the snowpack and all rainfall is directly available to the
soil.
b. Snow layering
The number of layers in ISBA-ES is prescribed to be
three, which is considered to be the minimum number
of layers required to resolve adequately the snow ther-
mal profile between the top and the base of the snow
cover (Lynch-Stieglitz 1994; Sun et al. 1999; Jin et al.
1999). The snow-layer thicknesses for the uppermost
two layers are defined using a scheme that is similar to
that of Lynch-Stieglitz (1994):
D 5 d0.25D 1 (1 2 d)D (2)s1 s s1max
D 5 d0.50Ds2 s
1 (1 2 d)[0.34(D 2 D ) 1 D ]s s1max s1max
(D # 10D ), (3)s2 s1max
where the third layer is simply the total depth Ds less
the thickness of the first two layers. The ratios of each
layer to the total depth is constant for snow depths below
0.2 m (d 5 1), with the highest vertical resolution at
the top and base of the snowpack. The upper-layer thick-
ness becomes constant (Ds1max) when the total depth
exceeds 0.2 m (d 5 0), and it is prescribed to be 0.05
m to resolve the diurnal cycle based on an assumed
thermal damping depth of snow (Dickinson 1988). In
addition, the second layer is limited at 0.5 m, because
vertical gradients of heat and density are likely to be
largest near the snow surface. The vertical profiles of
snow mass and heat are redistributed after the grid thick-
nesses have been updated so as to ensure mass and heat
conservation. This implies a certain degree of mixing
(of mass and heat) at layer interfaces during periods of
snow melt and accumulation, so that layer ‘‘memory’’
can be relatively short under these circumstances for
relatively thin layers.
In contrast, the layering scheme of CROCUS is a
‘‘historical’’-type scheme in that each layer represents
a snowfall event. Layers can be added up to a maximum
of 50, and the minimum thickness is constrained to be
0.005 m. In the event that a layer does not meet certain
criteria, layers with similar densities are combined (Brun
et al. 1989). The ISBA-FR snow depth is simply a di-
agnostic variable. It has no direct bearing on the prop-
erties of the snowpack.
c. Density
The local rate of change of density (increases) due
to the weight of the overlying snow and settling (pri-
marily of new snow) is parameterized after Anderson
(1976) as
1 ]r ssi si5 1 j (T , r ), (4)i si sir ]t h (T , r )si si si si
where the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4)
represents overburden (the compactive viscocity term).
The pressure of the overlying snow is represented by
ss (Pa), and hs is the snow viscocity (Pa s), which is
an exponential function of snow temperature and density
(Mellor 1964; Kojima 1967). The second term repre-
sents the thermal metamorphism (Anderson 1976),
which can be significant for fresh relatively low-density
snowfall (rs # 150 kg m23). After the newly settled/
compacted snow density has been calculated, the layer
thicknesses are proportionally decreased.
The snow is compacted in CROCUS using an ex-
pression that is similar to Eq. (4) (Brun et al. 1989) but
uses different parameter values. Both snow-settling
schemes allow the snow to compact to densities of ap-
proximately 450–500 kg m23. Additional density in-
creases in ISBA-ES and CROCUS arise from compac-
tion due to melting, infiltration of rainwater, and reten-
tion of snowmelt (discussed in a subsequent section).
The formulation used by ISBA-FR is different in that
compaction is based on time constants that are assumed
to take into account the aforementioned processes. It is
expressed as
r (t 1 Dt) 5 [r (t) 2 r ] exp(2t Dt/t) 1 rs s max f max
(r # r # r ), (5)min s max
where t represents the period of one day, the time con-
stant t f is fixed at a value of 0.24 (Verseghy 1991), and
the maximum (rmax) and minimum (rmin) snow densities
are 300 and 100 kg m23, respectively.
The snowfall density is expressed using the expres-
sion from CROCUS in ISBA-ES as
1/2r 5 a 1 b (T 2 T ) 1 c (V ) , (6)new sn sn a f sn a
where Ta represents the air temperature (K), Tf is the
triple-point temperature for water (273.16 K), and Va is
the wind speed (m s21). The coefficients are asn 5 109
kg m23, bsn 5 6 kg m23 K21, and csn 5 26 kg m27/2 s1/2.
The minimum snow density is constrained to be 50 kg
m23 in ISBA-ES and 30 kg m23 in CROCUS. The ISBA-
FR snowfall density is constant (rmin).
d. Energy balance and heat flow
The ISBA-ES snow heat content (J m22) for each
snow layer is defined using an expression similar to that
of Lynch-Stieglitz (1994) and Sun et al. (1999) as
H 5 c D (T 2 T ) 2 L (W 2 W ), (7)si si si si f f si li
where Lf is the latent heat of fusion. The snow heat
capacity is defined as (Verseghy 1991) cs 5 cIrs, where
cI is the specific heat of ice. The snow-layer liquid water
content (kg m22) is represented by Wl. The snow heat
content is used to allow the presence of either cold (dry)
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or warm (wet) snow. The heat content is used to di-
agnose the current snow temperature using Eq. (7) as-
suming that there is no liquid water in the snow layer
(Wl 5 0). If the calculated temperature exceeds the
freezing point, then the temperature is set to Tf and the
liquid water content is diagnosed from Eq. (7).
Snow heat flow is along the thermal gradient, because
any snowmelt or percolated water within the snow cover
is assumed to have zero heat content. In addition, solar
radiation decays exponentially within the snowpack as
a function of depth. The layer-averaged snow temper-
ature equation Tsi is then expressed as
]Tsi
c D 5 G 2 G 2 F , (8)si si si21 si si]t
where Fs represents latent heat absorbtion or release due
to phase changes (between water and ice). The heat flux
Gs is simply expressed as
G 5 J 1 Qsi si si (9)
where the heat diffusion Js and radiation Qs flux terms
are defined as
J 5 2(D L 1 D L )si si si si11 si11
23 (T 2 T )/(D 1 D )si si11 si si11
(i 5 1, N 2 1) and (10)s
Q 5 R (1 2 a ) exp(2n z )si g n si i
(i 5 0, N ). (11)s
The snow thermal conductivity (Ls: W m21 K21) in-
creases quadratically as a function of increasing snow
density (Anderson 1976). There is an additional con-
tribution due to vapor transfer in the snow, which is
especially important at low snow densities and high al-
titudes and is expressed following Sun et al. (1999).
The snow cover is discerned from the soil–vegetation
layer in ISBA-ES and CROCUS so that the soil–snow
heat flux is explicitly modeled. It is written with the aid
of Eq. (10) as
2J 5 2(D L 1 Dz l )[(T 2 T )/(D 1 Dz ) ]. (12)sN sN sN 1 s sN s sN 1
The soil thermal conductivity ls is estimated follow-
ing Etchevers (2000) using the relationships for thermal
conductivity from Noilhan and Planton (1989). The up-
per-layer soil thickness Dz1 is several centimeters thick.
The incoming shortwave radiation (W m22) is rep-
resented by Rg, and ns is the shortwave radiation ex-
tinction coefficient (Bohren and Barkstrom 1974). The
snow grain size is needed for this calculation and is
parameterized following Anderson (1976). The snow
surface albedo is modeled using time constants after
Douville et al. (1995a) as
na 5 (P Dt/W )(a 2 a )n n crn max min
n211 (1 2 v )[a 2 (t Dt/t)]a n a
n211 v [(a 2 a ) exp(2t Dt/t) 1 a ],a n min f min
(a # a # a ) (13)min n max
where ta 5 0.008 (s), amax 5 0.85, and amin 5 0.50. A
linear decrease rate is used for dry snow (Baker et al.
1990), and an exponential decrease rate is used to model
the wet metamorphism (Verseghy 1991). The weight va
is defined in ISBA-ES as the degree of saturation (Wl1/
Wl1max) when snow is melting, otherwise it is zero. The
snow albedo increases at a rate proportional to the snow-
fall, where the normalization parameter Wcrn is given a
value of 10 kg m22 (Douville et al. 1995a).
The net heat flux at the atmosphere–snow interface
is expressed as
4G 5 (1 2 a )R 1 e (R 2 sT ) 2 H 2 LEs0 n g n at s1 n n
1 p P c [max(T , T ) 2 T ], (14)n l w a f f
where Rat is the downwelling atmospheric longwave ra-
diation, the snow emissivity en is assumed to be 1 (for
all three snow models), and s represents the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant (LEn is defined in section 3e). The
last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (14) is a precip-
itation advection term, where cw represents the specific
heat of water.
The heat balance equation for CROCUS is essentially
the same as for ISBA-ES. It can be obtained by elim-
inating Hs between Eqs. (7) and (8), and the liquid water
content is treated as an explicit prognostic variable. The
model uses the same expression for Gs0 as ISBA-ES,
although the shortwave (solar) radiative and turbulent
fluxes are parameterized differently. The incoming solar
radiation is split into three different spectral bands, each
with a corresponding expression for ns and an. Turbulent
transfer is discussed in the next section. In terms of heat
conduction, CROCUS uses the thermal conductivity
model by Yen (1981), except that a correction is used
to prevent anomalously low values for small snow den-
sities.
The single ISBA-FR surface temperature Ts charac-
terizes the temperature of a composite layer consisting
of vegetation, soil, and snow:
1 ]Ts 45 R (1 2 a ) 1 e (R 2 sT ) 2 H 2 LEg t t at s n nC ]tT
2p
2 F 1 F 2 (T 2 T ), (15)n sw s 2tCT
where at and e t represent total (FSCA-weighted snow
and nonsnow covered) gridbox average albedo and
emissivity, respectively. Expressions for FSCA (used in
two-dimensional or gridded model applications) are the
same for all three snow schemes and can be found in
Douville et al. (1995a). The energy associated with soil
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FIG. 1. The ISBA turbulent transfer coefficient CH as a function of
the bulk Richardson number Ri for two standard values of zu (2 and
10 m) and za 5 2 m. The CH curves for three values of the surface
roughness length are shown: z0t 5 1023, 1022, and 1021 m (CH in-
creases for larger z0t). The CH value for CROCUS is indicated.
water phase changes is represented by Fsw(Boone et al.
2000; Giard and Bazile 2000). ISBA-FR uses the same
expression for snow albedo as ISBA-ES does [Eq. (13)],
except that va 5 1 when the snow is melting. There is
no within-snow transmission of Rg in ISBA-FR. The
thermal inertia CT, albedo, and emissivity approach the
values for snow in the limit as the FSCA nears unity.
The energy available for snowmelt is defined as
F 5 p ^{[vegT 1 (1 2 veg)T ] 2 T }/(DtL C )&, (16)n n s 2 f f n
where Cn is the snow thermal inertia, which is a function
of thermal conductivity as in the model of Yen (1981).
The vegetation cover fraction is represented by veg. The
braced term represents the total potential energy avail-
able for snowmelt, and any residual energy is used to
heat the adjacent soil (Douville et al. 1995a). Note that
when veg 5 1 and pn 5 1, the definition of the energy
available for melt in ISBA-FR in the surface snow layer
is analagous to that in ISBA-ES and CROCUS; however,
the soil–snow heat flux is zero.
The ISBA-ES soil–vegetation surface temperature
equation at the point scale (i.e., for pn 5 1) is written
using a similar expression to that used by CROCUS
(Etchevers 2000) as
1 ]Ts 5 J 1 Q 1 c R (T 2 T ) 1 F 2 G (17)sN sN w lN f s sw gC ]tT
where the surface soil-vegetation temperature is rep-
resented by Ts. Note that this definition of Ts is different
from that used by ISBA-FR [Eq. (15)], which includes
the upper layer of the snowpack and therefore includes
the snow thermal properties in the definition of CT (as
opposed to CROCUS and ISBA-ES) along with the ther-
mal properties of the soil and vegetation. The term in-
volving the snow runoff RlN in Eq. (17) represents an
advective term. The ISBA-ES subsurface or ground heat
conduction flux Gg is the same form as the last term on
the right-hand side of Eq. (15). This term is expressed
as a heat diffusion term in CROCUS [analagous to the
heat flux in Eq. (10), except using the soil thermal con-
ductivity and layer thicknesses]. This simple snow–sur-
face coupling was found to produce reasonable subsur-
face soil temperatures, soil and snow heat fluxes, infil-
tration, and runoff for CROCUS for an alpine site (Etch-
evers 2000) and for a cold continental climate (Schlosser
et al. 2000).
e. Surface turbulent fluxes
The latent heat flux from the snow includes contri-
butions from evaporation of liquid water in the surface
snow layer and sublimation, and it is defined as
LE 5 [(1 2 W /W )L 1 L ]E , (18)n l1 s1 f y sn
where
E 5 r C V [q (T ) 2 q ], (19)sn a H a sat s1 a
and Ly denotes the latent heat of vaporization. The frac-
tion of the total mass of the surface layer in the liquid
phase is represented by Wl1/Ws1, so that evaporation is
only possible when Ts1 5 Tf and Wl1 . 0. Atmospheric
values for the air density, wind speed, and specific hu-
midity are represented by ra, Va, and qa, respectively.
The sensible heat flux is
H 5 r C C V (T 2 T ),n a p H a s1 a (20)
where Cp is the specific heat of air. The turbulent ex-
change coefficient CH relationship is the same as that
used in ISBA-FR (Noilhan and Mahfouf 1996), which
is based on the formulation by Louis (1979):
2k
C 5 f (R ), (21)H i[ ]ln(z /z ) ln(z /z )u 0t a 0t
where zu and za are the heights of the wind and air
temperature measurements, respectively, and the von
Ka´rma´n constant is denoted by k. The transfer coeffi-
cient CH decreases as a function of increasing stability
or Ri. The gridbox effective surface roughness length
z0t takes into account the effects of both snow and veg-
etation. The CH coefficient is shown as a function of Ri
in Fig. 1 for two standard values of zu (2 and 10 m), za
5 2 m, and for z0t 5 1023, 1022, and 1021 m.
The bulk Richardson formulation generally under-
predicts turbulent transfer for very stable conditions and
small roughness lengths assumed to be typical of snow-
covered surfaces (e.g., Hardy et al. 1997; Krinner et al.
1997; Derbyshire 1999; Jordan et al. 1999). ISBA-ES
and ISBA-FR use an effective roughness length, which
implicitly represents the effects of upstream roughness
elements on the snow atmospheric surface layer. CRO-
CUS uses the same basic expressions for Hn and LE;
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however, it treats CH as a site-specific calibration pa-
rameter.
f. Snow liquid water
The liquid water content of the snow is modeled as
a series of bucket-type reservoirs. Local changes during
a model time step arise from snowmelt, water freezing,
evaporation, and liquid flow so that
]W /]t 5 R 2 R 1 F /L 2 d (W /W )E , (22)li li21 li si f E l1 s1 sn
where Rl represents the water flow between layers (kg
m22 s21), and the flux at the snow surface is Rl0 5 pn
Pl. The term dE is unity for the uppermost layer and
zero for the other two. Each snow layer has a maximum
liquid water holding capacity, which is expressed after
Anderson (1976) as
W 5 W [r 1 (r 2 r ) max(0, r 2 r )/r ],limax si Wmin Wmax Wmin r si r
(23)
where the constants rWmax 5 0.10, rWmin 5 0.03, and rr
5 200 kg m23. A liquid water flux is generated (Rl .
0) when the liquid water content exceeds this threshold.
The snow-layer thickness is compacted at a rate pro-
portional to the amount of snowmelt retained in the
snow layer (Lynch-Stieglitz 1994), leading to densifi-
cation. Any meltwater in excess of the layer holding
capacity leaves the snow layer and is modeled as a de-
crease in thickness resulting in a loss of mass from this
layer. Water entering a layer is retained (up to the max-
imum holding capacity and possibly frozen), thereby
increasing the layer-average density and mass. Water
leaving the lowest snow layer (RlN) is available for par-
titioning into soil water infiltration and surface runoff
by the SVAT scheme.
CROCUS also uses a series of reservoirs for which
the maximum liquid water holding capacity is pre-
scribed to be 5% of the total pore volume (Pahaut 1976).
In terms of the ratio of the mass of liquid water to the
total snow mass, CROCUS can retain more liquid water
than ISBA-ES can for a layer with an equivalent thick-
ness up to densities of approximately 620 kg m23.
4. Simulations
a. Observational site and model setup
Data from a micrometeorological site located within
the Rhone River basin in the French Alps is used to
validate ISBA-ES and to intercompare it with results
from ISBA-FR and CROCUS. The Col de Porte (CdP)
snow research site is operated by the Center for Snow
Studies (CEN: Centre d’Etude de la Neige) in Grenoble,
France. The site is located at 458N, 68E, with an altitude
of 1320 m above mean sea level. Snow usually covers
the surface between November and the beginning of
May. Air temperatures well above the freezing point
occur intermittently throughout the winter, so that rain
and snowmelt episodes are common. Data from this site
have been used to evaluate SVAT snow schemes in ad-
dition to the models in the current study (e.g., Loth and
Graf 1998a; Sun et al. 1999).
All of the atmospheric forcing variables which are
necessary to drive the three schemes in offline mode
were measured hourly at the site [Ta, Ua, qa, Rg, Rat ,
Pn, Pl, pressure, and cloud cover (for CROCUS)]. Tem-
perature and humidity were measured at za 5 2 m, and
the wind speed was obtained at zu 5 2.5 m. The pre-
cipitation type was determined using a combination of
heated and unheated rain gauges, and by a third instru-
ment that uses dissolution in alcohol (Brun et al. 1992).
The snow depth measurements were taken hourly using
an ultrasonic sensor. In addition, weekly snow pit mea-
surements are used to provide SWE, density, and depth.
The ultrasonic depth measurements are generally lower
than those obtained from the snow pits (approximately
20 m away), most likely because of increased melting
near the depth sensor; however, the measurements are
well correlated. The snow-surface temperature was mea-
sured from 1993 to 1995, and the albedo was observed
from 1994 to 1995. The observed runoff used in this
study was measured hourly at CdP in 1994 and 1995
using two 5-m2 lysimeters.
The simulation period for the three models is from 1
August 1993 to 31 July 1995. Monthly averages of cer-
tain forcing variables are shown in Fig. 2. The two years
had contrasting snow seasons: a very warm March sig-
nificantly reduced the snowpack in 1993/94, which was
followed by a relatively cool and snowy April. The
1994/95 snow season was more representative of av-
erage conditions: the bulk of the snow fell from January
through March and most of the snowpack melted in
April and May. Note that the monthly average daily air
temperature exceeded the freezing point in all but one
month over the 2-yr period.
The CROCUS scheme uses a constant CH value of
0.0034 for this site. This value was obtained through
model calibration: the error in predicted surface tem-
perature was minimized using the hourly observed val-
ues measured at CdP (Martin and Lejeune 1998). ISBA-
FR uses an effective surface roughness length z0t of 0.10
m for this site, which is the same value used by ISBA-
FR in Essery et al. (1999) for CdP. This value is sig-
nificantly larger than those typically used by ISBA-FR
for a completely snow-covered homogeneous flat snow
surfaces (2.4 3 1024 m), but, as discussed in Martin
and Lejeune (1998), there is a strong influence exerted
on the local turbulence during stable conditions by the
surrounding mountains. In addition, the southern side
of the site is flanked by relatively tall pine trees. ISBA-
ES uses the same effective surface roughness length as
ISBA-FR in the current study.
b. Snow depth, density, and SWE
The snow cover simulations of depth, SWE, and av-
erage snowpack density by the three schemes are shown
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FIG. 2. The atmospheric forcing at Col de Porte for 1993–95 for the months with observed
snow cover. (a), (d) Monthly average air temperature Ta and monthly average daily max and min
temperatures. (b), (e) Atmospheric longwave Rat and incoming solar Rg radiation fluxes. (c), (f )
Monthly solid Pn and liquid Pl precipitation totals. The labels denote the end of the month.
in Fig. 3. Here, US is used to indicate snow pit obser-
vations by the ultrasonic sensor (opaque squares), and
SP is used to represent snow pit observations (opaque
circles). The SWE (Fig. 3b) was overpredicted by ISBA-
ES and ISBA-FR for the winter of 1993/94, but by a
larger margin for ISBA-ES. CROCUS simulated it well
from early to midwinter and slightly underestimated it
in spring.
The primary differences among the three models in
simulated SWE evolved early in the winter. A warm
spell in mid- to late December resulted in a loss of snow
mass from the CROCUS SWE, whereas both ISBA
schemes simulated considerably less ablation. The pri-
mary source for melting was heat transfer from the at-
mosphere to the snowpack. The average turbulent trans-
fer in CROCUS was much larger than that for ISBA
(FR or ES) at this time (ISBA-FR and ES CH values
were, on average, an order of magnitude lower). A sec-
ond significant melting period occurred in early January.
ISBA-FR lost the most mass of all three schemes, and
ISBA-ES lost very little. The reason for this is that both
the ISBA-ES and ISBA-FR snow covers were very cold
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FIG. 3. Simulation results for ISBA-FR, ISBA-ES, and CROCUS for two winter seasons at Col
de Porte: (a), (d) total snow depth, along with the snow pit (SP: opaque circles) and snow sensor
(US: opaque squares) observations; (b), (e) SWE; (c), (f ) Snow density.
leading up to this period, and ISBA-ES refroze a large
amount of the snowmelt in the lower two layers of the
snowpack. ISBA-FR does not model ripening, so snow-
melt immediately left the snowpack. The CROCUS
snowpack was warmer because of both earlier melting/
refreezing and more significant atmospheric heat trans-
fer to the snowpack leading up to this period, and much
of the snowmelt was lost (as runoff ). After this period,
the rate of change of SWE by all three models was
similar. In spite of the differences in modeled midwinter
SWE, the ISBA-FR and CROCUS schemes predicted
final ablation to within 2 days of the US observations,
whereas the snow completely melted 4 days later in
ISBA-ES.
The snowpack average density (1993/94) is shown in
Fig. 3c. The ISBA-FR scheme compacted the snow fast-
er than the other two schemes in the absence of snow-
melt or precipitation, but the maximum density was low-
er than that observed at CdP. ISBA-ES predicted the
density reasonably well except for a slight overesti-
mation at the end of March and an underestimation at
the end of April. The CROCUS predicted density was
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TABLE 2. Statistics for 1994/95 at Col de Porte for four time periods: 1) Dec–Jan, 2) Feb–Mar, 3) Apr–May, and 4) 1–3 (averaged over
the entire snow season). Results for the three variables presented in Fig. 3 are shown, SWE (Ws; kg m22), total depth (Ds; m), and average
density (rs; kg m23), along with the daily average snow surface temperature shown in Fig. 5 ( ; K). Rmse and bias (in parentheses) areTs
shown.
Model Period Ws Ds rs Ts
ISBA-ES
ISBA-FR
CROCUS
1
1
1
24.7 (27.69)
32.2 (225.0)
27.2 (28.68)
0.13 (0.04)
0.18 (20.11)
0.15 (20.13)
43.5 (224.1)
42.5 (0.02)
31.0 (26.8)
1.52 (21.09)
1.85 (21.40)
0.99 (20.42)
ISBA-ES
ISBA-FR
CROCUS
2
2
2
44.4 (234.3)
81.7 (275.7)
72.9 (262.7)
0.09 (0.02)
0.18 (0.14)
0.31 (20.30)
35.4 (228.9)
87.1 (281.0)
48.6 (44.8)
2.03 (21.57)
2.45 (21.85)
0.80 (20.49)
ISBA-ES
ISBA-FR
CROCUS
3
3
3
37.1 (235.1)
65.6 (264.0)
89.8 (286.2)
0.07 (20.04)
0.27 (0.23)
0.31 (20.31)
20.7 (214.2)
137.0 (2136.3)
64.6 (61.2)
1.94 (21.67)
2.88 (22.54)
0.79 (20.62)
ISBA-ES
ISBA-FR
CROCUS
1–3
1–3
1–3
38.8 (228.6)
69.0 (261.2)
71.1 (257.2)
0.10 (0.01)
0.21 (0.11)
0.28 (20.27)
34.2 (223.7)
97.0 (278.4)
50.5 (45.5)
1.85 (21.42)
2.34 (21.82)
0.97 (20.45)
generally larger and is more responsive to melting
events, such as those in December and January. This
was found to be partly due to the larger liquid holding
capacity in CROCUS. ISBA-ES overestimated the snow
depth (Fig. 3a) for this case primarily because of the
overestimation of SWE. CROCUS underpredicted it rel-
ative to the SP observations because of large density
values; the opposite was true for ISBA-FR.
The SWE in the 1994/95 winter is shown in Fig. 3e.
It was simulated best by ISBA-ES for this case, although
it was underestimated in late winter. All three of the
schemes simulated similar SWE through December, but
a melting period in January resulted in the largest loss
of mass in CROCUS and ISBA-FR. As was the case
for the 1993/94 winter, ISBA-ES accumulated more
SWE than ISBA-FR because of the ripening of the
snowpack. Once again, the average wintertime value of
CH in ISBA (ES and FR) was significantly lower than
that of CROCUS; however, this winter was cooler than
1993/94. This resulted in more freezing of a relatively
larger amount of the melt and liquid precipitation by
CROCUS. As a result, CROCUS had a larger late-winter
value of SWE than did ISBA-FR. The density was sim-
ulated very well by ISBA-ES for this case and was
generally overestimated by CROCUS. The snow depth
(SP) was then simulated well by ISBA-ES, was under-
estimated by CROCUS, and overestimated by ISBA-FR
(because of the maximum snow density limit imposed
in the model).
Some simple statistics (owing to the limited number
of observations) corresponding to the SWE, snow depth,
and density for 1994/95 are presented in Table 2. Three
time periods are defined for purposes of analysis, and
they represent stages in the snowpack evolution as fol-
lows. 1) The early winter period (December–January)
was when snow first appeared and rapidly accumulated
(Fig. 3e). 2) Warm air temperatures (the average month-
ly value was above freezing; Fig. 2d) were present in
the mid to late-winter period (February). In contrast, it
was relatively cold in the latter part of this period
(March) and most of the precipitation consisted of snow.
3) The spring period (April–May) was characterized by
nearly continuous snowmelt and little snowfall.
Several general features can be gleaned from Table
2 in terms of seasonal snowpack evolution at CdP
(which are also consistent with the results from 1993/
94 shown in Fig. 3): First, the simulated SWE was near-
ly always larger than that simulated by ISBA-FR for all
of the periods, which is a direct result of liquid water
retention by the snowpack. Second, even though CRO-
CUS and ISBA-ES both ripen the snowpack, simulated
SWE can differ significantly. Third, the snow density
was underestimated in late winter by ISBA-FR relative
to the other two schemes because of its imposed max-
imum limit (e.g., period 3).
c. Surface energy balance
All three snow schemes received the same snowfall,
so that differences in rainfall retention and snowmelt
were the causes for differing predictions of SWE. To
understand these differences better, the surface energy
balance components are intercompared and evaluated,
using the observations, in the following three subsec-
tions.
1) SNOW-SURFACE TEMPERATURE
The daily averaged snow-surface temperatures for the
winters of 1993/94 and 1994/95 are shown in Figs. 4
and 5, respectively. Note that the snow-surface tem-
perature was possibly overestimated (Essery et al.
1999), most likely because of instrumentation being in-
corporated into the field of view of the radiation sensors.
Because the bias has not been quantified, the observa-
tions are treated as the ground truth in the following
section.
The CROCUS CH coefficient has been calibrated us-
ing the observed surface temperatures so that they are
simulated very well in comparison with the observations
(especially for calm, cold nights); the ISBA schemes
both have cold biases, especially early in the snow sea-
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FIG. 4. Daily average surface snow temperatures for ISBA-FR, ISBA-ES, and CROCUS and
the observed values (circles) at Col de Porte from 1993 to 1994.
FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for the winter of 1994/95.
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son. The scheme surface temperature rms errors and
biases are shown for several time periods for 1994/95
in Table 2. Both ISBA schemes use identical surface
flux and turbulent transfer formulations, so differences
between these two models were caused by aspects of
the snow-scheme physics.
The ISBA-ES and FR surface temperature results
generally diverged for two cases. First, the ISBA-ES
temperatures can be slightly warmer than those simu-
lated by ISBA-FR for relatively thin, cold (dry) early-
season snowpacks (e.g., especially November of 1993).
The simulated near-surface soil temperature remained
near the freezing point in ISBA-ES at CdP for the two
years under consideration (in agreement with observa-
tions; Etchevers 2000), resulting in a strong thermal
gradient between the snow–atmosphere and snow–soil
interfaces. Because the snowpack was relatively thin in
November of 1993 (less than 0.2 m; see Fig. 3), heat
conduction from the underlying soil made a consider-
able contribution to the ISBA-ES surface energy budget.
This can also be seen by the larger ISBA-FR cold tem-
perature biases for the first period in Table 2. In contrast,
ISBA-FR only includes the snow properties in the ther-
mal transfer coefficients for 100% coverage, so that
there was no heat conduction from the underlying soil.
Note that as the snowpack thickens, however, the two
ISBA schemes simulated very similar surface temper-
atures for both years outside of strong melting events.
Second, ISBA-ES-simulated temperatures tended to
be warmer and closer to those observed in the late part
of the season. This can be seen in period 3 of Table 2:
ISBA-FR cold biases were much colder than both of
the other two schemes in this period (although ISBA-
ES still suffered from a cold bias). Snow temperatures
in ISBA-FR can drop as soon as melting ceases, whereas
ISBA-ES surface temperatures remain at the triple point
until all surface-layer liquid water has been frozen or
evaporated. This process resulted in the differences in
ISBA-ES- and FR-simulated temperatures in March of
1994 (Fig. 4) during a prolonged period of ablation with
little snowfall (Figs. 3a,b). Snowmelt caused ISBA-ES
to simulate warmer temperatures than ISBA-FR for ear-
ly April of 1995, although to a lesser extent than for
March of 1994, owing to snowfall during this time.
To examine the differences in simulated temperature
on a finer timescale, the diurnal cycle for three con-
trasting 12-day periods during 1993/94 is shown in Fig.
6. The CROCUS scheme simulated the early-season
(Fig. 6a) temperature very well as compared with the
observations, primarily because of the larger turbulent
heat flux into the snowpack. The ISBA schemes’ cold
bias is clearly evident, with slight differences in terms
of nighttime temperatures being related to the soil–snow
conduction flux (as discussed above). In the middle of
the season for a deep snowpack (Fig. 6b) and generally
cold air temperatures, all three schemes simulated the
surface temperature in a similar manner (and similar
fluxes; see Fig. 8 below). The three schemes tended to
overestimate the nighttime minimum temperature when
compared with the observations for several days in the
middle of the month, but overall the period was satis-
factorily simulated. During the strong late-season melt-
ing event in March (Fig. 6c), the inclusion of latent
heating due to liquid water and ice-phase changes in
CROCUS and ISBA-ES resulted in reasonably well sim-
ulated daily cycles, but ISBA-FR continued to have a
more significant cold bias. Loth and Graf (1998b) and
Jin et al. (1999) found the same deficiency in simulating
freeze–thaw cycles during snowpack ablation using
SVAT snow schemes that did not retain liquid water.
2) SNOW ALBEDO
The observed and modeled snow albedo for the winter
of 1994/95 are presented in Fig. 7. It should be noted
that the observed snow albedo was underestimated (Es-
sery et al. 1999) for the same reason that surface tem-
perature was possibly overestimated (see previous sec-
tion).
The CROCUS-simulated daily average snow albedo
was generally larger than that simulated by both ISBA-
ES and FR, especially during prolonged melting periods,
when differences can be on the order of 0.15 or more
(e.g., early April and May in Fig. 7). This difference
was important during the spring season at CdP owing
to the relatively large solar-radiation forcing. Based on
the observations, two generalizations can be made. First,
the observed snow albedo attains values that were as
high as 0.95 after snowfall events, which was generally
larger than those simulated by CROCUS and well above
the maximum limit (amax 5 0.85) imposed by ISBA-ES
and FR. Second, the snow albedo decreased at a faster
rate or by a larger magnitude than that simulated by all
of the models. Whether this is related to deficiencies in
the model formulations or is due to a lack of explicitly
modeling deposition of soot, dirt, or debris should be
investigated using nonbiased albedo observations. In
summary, ISBA-ES and FR generally have more solar
energy available for melting the snowpack than does
CROCUS in the spring, which offsets to some degree
the larger turbulent transfer of heat by CROCUS at this
time.
3) SURFACE FLUXES
The cumulative surface energy budget components
for the three snow models during the 1993/94 and 1994/
95 winter seasons are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respec-
tively. The surface fluxes were not observed, and only
the fluxes for the time period when all three model
surfaces were completely snow covered are shown (i.e.,
pn 5 1). The surface net radiative flux is shown in Fig.
8a and Fig. 9a, and it is defined as
4R 5 (1 2 a )R 1 e (R 2 sT ),n n g n at s (24)
where only the surface snow temperature (denoted here
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FIG. 6. The model-simulated snow surface temperature diurnal cycle for three 12-day periods
during 1993/94. The time series for the three snow schemes are shown, and the observations are
represented by circles. The time periods are defined in terms of snowpack evolution: 1) early
(Nov), 2) midwinter (Feb), and 3) late winter (Mar).
as Ts) and an vary among the schemes when the surface
is totally snow covered. The cumulative sensible heat
flux Hn, latent heat flux LE, and surface net heat flux
G are shown in Figs. 8b–d and Figs. 9b–d, respectively.
The cumulative advective precipitation heat flux [see
Eq. (14)] was nearly the same for both ISBA-ES and
CROCUS, but it was neglected in the calculation of the
cumulative net heat flux in Figs. 8 and 9, because it was
considerably less than the other three terms.
The turbulent transfer of heat toward the snowpack
from the atmosphere (Hn 1 LE) was the largest for
CROCUS for both winter seasons, which resulted in the
warmest snow surface temperatures, especially for rel-
atively calm, clear conditions. This in turn resulted in
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FIG. 7. The daily average snow surface albedo simulated by ISBA-FR, ISBA-ES, and
CROCUS for the 1994/95 winter. Observations are represented by circles.
a larger radiative flux of heat away from the surface
from the beginning of the snowpack through February
of 1994 and March of 1995 for CROCUS. There was
a further departure between Rn simulated by CROCUS
and by the two ISBA schemes during the primary ab-
lation periods in March and the end of April because
of the lower snow albedos (increased net solar radiation)
for the two ISBA schemes. The cumulative net heat flux
for the three schemes over the entire snow season (not
shown) was similar; however, the differences in parti-
tioning of available energy into turbulent and radiative
fluxes is of importance with respect to coupling with
atmospheric models, for which feedbacks could be very
different depending on this partitioning.
d. Snowpack runoff
Whereas the influence of melting on the surface snow
temperature and the change in surface characteristics
(albedo, aerodynamic roughness) are of more impor-
tance for atmospheric modeling, the timing and mag-
nitude of the snowpack runoff are of critical importance
for hydrological modeling. Snow runoff is defined in
the current study as the liquid water flow at the base of
the snowpack, which is generated when liquid water
within or intercepted by the snowpack exceeds the hold-
ing capacity. Note that the runoff observations and in-
tercomparison presented in this study were for 1 yr at
CdP and were examined to explain first-order model
differences: the purpose was not to determine that any
one scheme generally simulates runoff better than any
other (which is obviously not possible based on 1 yr of
data).
The daily accumulated snow runoff from the three
snow models and the observations is shown in Fig. 10
for the winter of 1994/95, and the corresponding month-
ly accumulated runoff is shown in Fig. 11. The three
time periods that were defined for purposes of analyzing
the snowpack state in 1994/95 can also be used to iden-
tify several stages of runoff, as follows. 1) The early-
winter period (December–January) was characterized by
intermittent runoff which was caused by precipitation
and relatively short melting periods. 2) Considerable
runoff occurred in the mid- to late-winter period in the
latter part of February (Fig. 10a) because of rainfall and
warm air temperatures. In contrast, in March it was
relatively cold and snowy, resulting in much less runoff.
3) The spring period (April–May) was characterized by
nearly continuous runoff associated with snowmelt and
rainfall events. Runoff statistics [rmse, correlation
squared, efficiency or Nash coefficient (Nash and Sut-
cliffe 1970), and the ratio of the modeled over observed
runoff] are shown in Table 3 for the three aforemen-
tioned time periods and averaged over the entire snow
season.
ISBA-FR simulated runoff first (of the three models)
during the early-winter period (Fig. 10), and total
monthly runoff was largest in December and January
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FIG. 8. The (a) cumulative net radiation Rn, (b) latent heat LE, (c) sensible heat Hn, and (d) net
surface heat G fluxes for ISBA-FR, ISBA-ES, and CROCUS. Results are shown for Col de Porte
during the 1993/94 winter.
(Fig. 11). CROCUS simulated the best overall runoff
as compared with the observations for this period, al-
though ISBA-ES statistics were similar (Table 3): the
total simulated runoff was nearly identical (although
slightly overestimated). ISBA-FR simulated 1.32 times
more runoff than that observed and the lowest SWE by
the end of this period (Fig. 3e). January was very cold,
and the solar radiation was weak (Fig. 2), thereby lim-
iting melting: most of the runoff simulated by ISBA-
FR was from liquid precipitation, owing to the lack of
liquid water retention.
In February and March, CROCUS simulated the most
monthly runoff of the three models (1.25 times that
observed). The modeled snowmelt episodes were the
most significant of the three models, mainly because of
the larger turbulent heat flux into the snow from the
fact that the average air temperatures were above freez-
ing (Fig. 2d). ISBA-FR lost melt as runoff, whereas
ISBA-ES incorporated part of it back into the snowpack:
the best overall runoff statistics were simulated by
ISBA-FR, although the ISBA-ES statistics were similar
(Table 3).
During the last 2 months when the snowpack was
ablating, CROCUS tended to overestimate the runoff
peaks for several days in mid- to late April (Fig. 10).
ISBA-FR tended to underestimate it slightly. During this
time, the air temperature was above freezing and more
heat was transferred from the atmosphere to the snow-
pack (Fig. 9c) in CROCUS. In addition, the albedo sim-
ulated by CROCUS was lower than that in either ISBA
scheme (Fig. 7b), so that melting was much more intense
in CROCUS. In terms of monthly totals, ISBA-ES and
CROCUS simulated similar amounts of maximum run-
off in April and more than that simulated by ISBA-FR
(Fig. 11). ISBA-ES simulated more in May than CRO-
CUS because the snowpack duration was longer (be-
cause of larger mass losses by CROCUS in February
and March). As compared with ISBA-FR, ISBA-ES
simulated more runoff late in the season when the ad-
ditional mass (liquid water and refrozen meltwater or
rain) was melted. The same general trend was found in
ISBA-FR when compared with CROCUS, however
CROCUS tended to simulate more midwinter melt at
CdP than did both ISBA schemes, so that there was less
available for spring melt for this particular case. The
best runoff statistics were simulated by ISBA-ES during
the final 2-month period (Table 3).
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FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for the 1994/95 winter.
5. Sensitivity tests
Several sensitivity tests related to some of the param-
eterization schemes were done using ISBA-ES based on
the results of other studies using similar schemes. Sta-
tistical results for the entire 1994/95 season at CdP are
shown in Table 4. Note that the same general tendencies
were obtained for both years at CdP for the sensitivity
tests summarized in this table.
The CROCUS turbulent transfer coefficient value was
used to limit the value in ISBA-ES (test 1). Note that
the effective surface length was then changed to a typ-
ical surface roughness length over snow (consistent with
CROCUS). It did result in reducing the nighttime cold
bias of the model; however, during springtime the snow-
melt was excessive when compared with the control case
and CROCUS. This resulted because the ISBA-ES sim-
ulated snow albedo is much lower than that of CROCUS
during prolonged periods of snowmelt (e.g., Fig. 7). The
SWE simulation by ISBA-ES for 1994/95 was greatly
underestimated. The 1993/94 midwinter SWE overes-
timation was reduced (and improved); however, the
snowpack ablated too early in the season (degrading the
SWE result).
A less stringent turbulence limit was imposed (test
2). The Richardson number maximum in Table 4 cor-
responds to a minimum CH of approximately 0.001
(which is still in line with observations; e.g., Jordan
1991). The results were then nearly the same as the
control case, except that the cold bias was reduced by
approximately 40%. The fact that the model can be very
sensitive to the imposed CH (or Ri) limit underscores
the need to investigate more thoroughly the turbulent
exchange for very stable conditions over snow cover.
The simulation results were sensitive to the maximum
liquid water capacity parameter [test 3; as discussed in
detail by Loth and Graf (1998b); Essery et al. (1999);
Jin et al. (1999); Etchevers (2000)]. The method used
in CROCUS was tested in ISBA-ES, and the cold bias
was reduced at CdP because of greater refreezing, and
the SWE was increased (note the positive bias) and
slightly overestimated rather than underestimated (con-
trol case), with approximately the same errors. However,
SWE was overestimated by a larger amount than in the
baseline simulation for 1993/94.
The snow had no liquid holding capacity in test 4 (as
in ISBA-FR): SWE was more significantly underesti-
mated and the cold bias was augmented. Tests 3 and 4
illustrate the interplay between the maximum liquid wa-
ter retention and turbulent transfer parameterizations,
especially in the early to midpart of winter: a larger
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FIG. 10. The daily total snow runoff simulated by ISBA-FR, ISBA-ES, and CROCUS during
the 1994/95 winter. The observed runoff totals are represented by opaque circles. Snow runoff is
defined as liquid precipitation and snowmelt that is in excess of the snow-cover holding capacity.
FIG. 11. The monthly total snow runoff for the 1994/95 winter for
ISBA-FR, ISBA-ES, CROCUS, and the observed values.
TABLE 3. Total daily runoff statistics for 1994/95 at Col de Porte
for four time periods (as in Table 2). The correlation coefficient
squared r2, rmse (kg m22), the efficiency or Nash coefficient (Nash),
and the ratio of the modeled (RlN) to the observed total snow runoff
(Rlob) are shown.
Model Period Rmse r2 Nash RlN/Rlob
ISBA-ES
ISBA-FR
CROCUS*
1
1
1
4.74
5.12
4.22
0.839
0.815
0.807
0.710
0.661
0.770
1.110
1.320
1.089
ISBA-ES
ISBA-FR*
CROCUS
2
2
2
3.06
2.73
3.50
0.934
0.946
0.933
0.874
0.900
0.835
1.097
1.145
1.247
ISBA-ES*
ISBA-FR
CROCUS
3
3
3
3.25
3.40
7.79
0.929
0.910
0.647
0.910
0.901
0.481
1.058
0.988
0.977
ISBA-ES
ISBA-FR
CROCUS
1–3
1–3
1–3
3.70
3.79
5.35
0.924
0.907
0.819
0.892
0.886
0.772
1.074
1.067
1.053
* Best 3 out of 4 statistical measures as compared with the ob-
servations.
liquid holding capacity can, to some degree, offset a
cold bias induced by an underestimate of turbulent heat
transfer to the snow if there is melting or rainfall.
Consistent with some SVAT schemes (see Schlosser
et al. 2000), the albedo was set to a constant value for
test 5. The value is very close to the average albedo
during the meltdown phase (March–May). In March of
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TABLE 4. Statistics for sensitivity tests using ISBA-ES for 1994/95 at Col de Porte averaged over the entire snow season. Results are for
SWE (Ws; kg m22), total depth (Ds; m), and average density (rs; kg m23), along with the daily average snow surface temperature ( s; K).T
Rmse and bias (in parentheses) are shown.
Test Ws Ds rs Ts
0) Control
1) CH $ 0.003, z0t ø 0.001 m
2) Ri # 0.05, z0t ø 0.001 m
3) Wimax (CROCUS)
4) Wlmax 5 0 (ISBA-FR)
5) an 5 0.70
6) Ls (Yen 1981; CROCUS)
7) Ds1 # 0.02, Ds2 # 0.20 m
8) Ns 5 1
9) Ns 2
10) Ns 5 5
38.8 (228.6)
110.5 (292.1)
40.4 (231.8)
40.8 (23.7)
84.1 (276.0)
101.9 (286.9)
53.4 (245.9)
41.3 (231.3)
199.5 (124.6)
55.1 (247.4)
38.5 (228.8)
0.10 (0.01)
0.21 (20.13)
0.10 (0.01)
0.15 (0.11)
0.12 (20.06)
0.18 (20.13)
0.10 (20.03)
0.09 (20.02)
0.42 (0.31)
0.11 (20.07)
0.10 (0.03)
34.2 (223.7)
116.3 (257.9)
36.5 (227.0)
25.8 (213.5)
50.6 (243.4)
40.0 (231.6)
38.6 (229.6)
32.7 (221.4)
36.4 (23.53)
30.1 (219.3)
42.2 (230.4)
1.85 (21.42)
0.61 (20.19)
1.25 (20.83)
1.44 (20.90)
2.45 (21.83)
1.61 (21.07)
2.23 (21.63)
1.88 (21.36)
1.99 (20.16)
2.30 (21.69)
1.89 (21.35)
1995, significant snow events resulted in both high ob-
served and simulated (control) average albedo. When
the albedo was constant, considerable snowmelt oc-
curred in March owing the relatively large solar radi-
ation. The melting rate in April was reduced in com-
parison with the control case, but the end result was
larger errors in simulated SWE (especially in March and
early April). Based on this simple test, the ability to
have a dynamic albedo that refreshes during snowfall
events and can decrease with age/melting is important
in terms of correctly simulating melt rates and SWE on
timescales smaller than an entire season, even if the time
of final ablation is unchanged using a constant albedo.
Loth and Graf (1998b) found significant simulated
snow depth differences depending on whether they used
the Anderson (1976) or Yen (1981) methods. The de-
fault thermal conductivity was replaced by the method
of Yen (1981) using the lower limit imposed by CRO-
CUS (test 6). Because the Yen thermal conductivity
tended to be lower, the surface and second-layer tem-
peratures were more decoupled: this tended to increase
the cold bias in the model while reducing the SWE (the
lower two layers did not cool as readily and therefore
there was less freezing of percolated water and more
runoff ).
Last, tests were done on snow-layer geometry. In test
7, the maximum surface and second-layer thicknesses
were reduced by a factor of 2.5 (to 0.02 and 0.20 m,
respectively) as recommended by Sun et al. (1999). This
reduction had a small impact on the diurnal surface-
temperature cycle during ablation due to the relatively
lower amount of surface-layer liquid water available for
refreezing [as discussed in Jin et al. (1999)], but overall
there was little change in the error statistics averaged
over the entire melting season.
The ISBA-ES three-layer scheme was then replaced
by a bulk single-layer configuration (test 8) as in Sun
et al. (1999). Consistent with their study at CdP, SWE
was overestimated and there was a large degradation in
results, primarily due to damped amplitude of the di-
urnal cycle (and underestimation of snowmelt) for large
snow depths. Snow was present for several weeks past
the observed ablation.
The simulations were also redone using a two-layer
configuration (test 9) in which the uppermost layer was
limited to a thickness of 0.05 m (as in the control case).
The simulation of SWE was slightly worsened, and the
surface-temperature cold bias was increased. The use of
a second/intermediate layer seems to be necessary to
resolve intermediate timescales (other than daily and
annual) better. Jin et al. (1999) also noted the need to
have a minimum of a three-layer structure for a moun-
tainous site because of three distinct thermal regimes
they observed: a thin rapid-response surface layer,
which could be very cold; a deep, nearly constantly
saturated layer; and an intermediate layer, which could
be wet or dry depending on recent atmospheric con-
ditions. This same basic profile is often observed at CdP.
The final test (10) consisted in increasing the vertical
resolution by adding two additional layers. The modeled
SWE and temperature bias were nearly unchanged as
compared with the control simulation for this case, even
though the observed thermal gradient through the entire
snowpack depth can be large (over 15 K at times at
CdP for 1994/95). The number of layers was further
increased to 10 (not shown), and the statistical differ-
ences were nearly negligible between this and test 10.
These basic tests further enforce the recommendation
by other modelers for using three layers. Note that the
results of the sensitivity tests presented in this study
were obtained for the CdP site for two winter seasons,
so that these results are not conclusive, and they will
be repeated in ongoing studies for other sites (climates).
6. Conclusions
A new three-layer explicit snow-scheme option in
ISBA (called ISBA-ES) has been evaluated using pre-
scribed atmospheric forcing in stand-alone mode at the
local scale for an alpine site. In addition, the scheme
was compared with both a more simple model and a
more complex snow scheme. The results were compared
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with available observations, and the most significant
causes for errors and interscheme differences were dis-
cussed.
The simulated SWE is consistently larger for ISBA-
ES when compared with the more simple ISBA-FR
scheme, primarily because of the inclusion of liquid
water retention in ISBA-ES. This retention also tended
to increase springtime snowmelt runoff at the expense
of early winter runoff when compared with ISBA-FR.
In addition, snow-surface temperatures were better sim-
ulated by ISBA-ES in comparison with ISBA-FR during
extended snowmelt periods because of latent heating
resulting from freezing of snow liquid water and when
the snowpack was relatively thin (owing to the explicit
snow–soil heat flux in ISBA-ES), although both ISBA
schemes had cold biases early in the season.
Differences in modeled SWE between ISBA-ES and
the more complex CROCUS scheme were related to
contrasting surface flux parameterizations more than to
internal snow physics. The largest differences were
found for early to midwinter, when CROCUS lost more
snow mass, primarily owing to the larger turbulent trans-
fer. The related overestimation of the cold content of
the snow by ISBA-ES resulted in greater retention (re-
freezing) of snowmelt. Indeed, Schlosser et al. (2000)
noted the tendency of SVAT schemes (such as ISBA)
to have difficulties modeling early to midwinter melt
episodes. This could be related to their turbulent transfer
formulations, based on the results in this study.
It is evident that turbulent transfer in the two ISBA
schemes is underestimated at night, based on observed
snow surface temperatures at CdP. An effective surface
roughness length was used to account for the effect of
mountainous terrain and a neighboring pine forest on
the local turbulence. The use of an effective surface
roughness length in ISBA-ES does result in increased
turbulent transfer relative to that for a flat homogeneous
snow surface. However, a large roughness length tends
to decrease the temperature contrast between the at-
mosphere and the snow surface so that turbulent transfer
can still be underestimated (Martin and Lejeune 1998).
Indeed, the large bulk Richardson numbers calculated
by ISBA-ES resulted in extremely weak transfer during
very stable conditions and in underestimates of surface
temperature despite use of an effective roughness
length.
In addition, note that, at higher-altitude stations or
sites where the air temperature is colder (not shown),
the larger value of CH used by CROCUS does not induce
much midseason melt. In fact, it can enhance conden-
sation somewhat relative to the ISBA schemes, thereby
augmenting SWE [as was the case for a cold continental
site; Schlosser et al. (1999)]. The combined result of
the generally larger liquid holding capacity and in-
creased condensation is that CROCUS generally sim-
ulates the largest SWE of the three models at high-
altitude sites (Boone 2000). ISBA-ES generally simu-
lates a similar but slightly lower amount; ISBA-FR is
generally much lower.
Despite the lack of explicit consideration of detailed
stratigraphy or snow metamorphism, the mean snow-
pack density was simulated well as compared with the
observations, and model results compared favorably
with the much more complicated CROCUS multilayer
snow scheme. An accurate simulation of this variable
is important, because many of the physical parameter-
ization schemes in the model are functions of snow
density. In addition, there are many sites that record
snow depth [in the French Alps for example; Etchevers
(2000)], but do not measure SWE: a realistic density
simulation makes the comparison between simulated
snow depth with observed depth more consistent. The
relatively simple ISBA-FR scheme imposes an upper
limit on the density that is too low for the CdP site, so
that the snow depth was systematically overestimated
during the latter part of the snow season because of
underestimates of the snow density. However, note that
depth is only a diagnostic in ISBA-FR and is less im-
portant than the SWE in terms of hydrological behavior.
The three schemes were used with the default or base-
line snow parameter values taken from the literature
(with no additional tuning), given that site-specific
snow-model calibration parameters would probably be
difficult to apply for a simulation with an atmospheric
model. Loth and Graf (1998b) obtained reasonable sim-
ulations for several sites with contrasting climates (in-
cluding CdP) using the same basic physical parameter-
ization schemes (and empirical constants) used by
ISBA-ES, so it is possible that these parameters can be
applied successfully to many different climate condi-
tions (which would ease implementation of such a
scheme into an atmospheric model).
There are considerable differences in computational
requirements among the three models (last row, Table
1). CROCUS requires roughly 5 times more computer
time than ISBA-FR for simulating an annual cycle on
a Hewlett-Packard computer workstation. ISBA-ES
takes approximately the same amount of time as the
ISBA soil–vegetation module (slightly less than double
the time of ISBA-FR). This increase in expense is likely
justified by the more realistic snow density, depth, and
ripening simulated by ISBA-ES.
More complex physics does not necessarily mean that
coupled atmospheric simulations will be improved, giv-
en existing biases resulting from other aspects of the
parent atmospheric model. Also, improvements in mi-
croscale and mesoscale simulations that use prescribed
atmospheric forcing cannot always be extrapolated to
atmospheric or hydrological simulations, because of the
lack of feedbacks between the surface and the atmo-
sphere and scaling issues related to model parameteri-
zations (FSCA for example). However, local-scale stud-
ies are useful in evaluating basic scheme behavior in
terms of comparison with observational datasets (which
are typically at this scale). For example, the Snow Model
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Intercomparison Project (Essery et al. 1999) will address
some of the issues discussed in this paper using schemes
having a wide range of complexity and for several dis-
tinctly different climates at the local scale. Currently,
tests are being carried out with ISBA-ES coupled to a
distributed hydrological model, and the impact of snow
physics on simulated river discharge is being evaluated
for a multiyear period. Additional testing will have to
be done in a fully coupled mode to determine the impact
and cost-efficiency of the new snow scheme in an at-
mospheric model.
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APPENDIX
Solution Procedure for ISBA-ES
The basic solution procedure for each ISBA-ES time
step is described below.
1) At the beginning of time step, Hsi, rsi, and Dsi are
used to diagnose Tsi and Wli [Eq. (7)].
2) Snowfall mass and heat content are added to the
uppermost snow layer, and rs1, Ds1, Ts1, and Wl1 are
updated accordingly. Snowfall is assumed to have
the same temperature as the uppermost snow layer
upon reaching the surface; therefore the advective
heat flux from snowfall can be neglected (in the sur-
face energy budget).
3) Settling is calculated [Eq. (4)], and rsi and Dsi are
updated. Snow mass and heat content are unaltered.
4) The snow thicknesses are reset [Eqs. (2)–(3)] and
the vertical profiles of mass and heat are redistributed
while conserving the total snowpack mass and heat.
5) Shortwave radiation transmission Qsi [Eq. (11)] and
surface snow albedo an [Eq. (13)] are calculated
along with the snow thermal conductivity Lsi.
6) The linearized system of equations is solved simul-
taneously [Eq. (8)] to estimate the preliminary profile
of Tsi and the surface fluxes Gs0 [Eq. (14)].
7) If melting occurs, the surface energy budget and flux-
es are recalculated assuming an updated uppermost
snow-layer temperature at the freezing point (Tf ).
The lower two snow-layer temperatures are also re-
calculated assuming Ts1 5 Tf .
8) Phase changes Fsi, water flow Rli, and changes in
liquid water storage [Eq. (22)] are evaluated. Profiles
of Tsi, Wli, rsi, and Dsi are updated.
9) The heat content Hsi is updated from the profiles of
Tsi, Wli, rsi, and Dsi [Eq. (7)] and is saved for the
next time step along with the updated snow albedo
and the profiles of rsi and Dsi. Snow surface fluxes
(Eq. 14), runoff (RlN), and the heat flux at the snow–
soil–vegetation interface are output.
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